INTRODUCTION
Consider the following control system : where f : (~" x R'~ --~ Rn and U :
Rm is a set-valued map.
Let g : R2n --~ given function, and consider the problem of minimizing g(x(0), x(1)) over the set K of solutions x to (0,1) (*) CEREMADE where u is the control associated with z and [f x (z(t), u ( t )) denotes the transpose of the Jacobian of f with respect to x at (z(t ), u(t )). The case of control problem with constraints bearing on initial and final states can be embedded in the above framework, when g is no longer smooth but just a fonction taking also infinite values. This is a first motivation to tackle the non-smooth case.
A series of papers took the issue of adapting this result to the case of non-smooth functions by using one or another of the many generalized gradients (see Clarke [8 ] for instance).
To study the necessary conditions in a more general case we have to consider the set-valued map F : Rn Rn defined by and an associated differential inclusion Under some measurability assumptions on f it can be shown that the solutions to (0.1) and (0.4) coincide. So, to get a characterization of z, we can just study (0.4).
_
Such an approach to optimal control problem was first proposed by Wazewski in [21 ] and has been the object of consideration by many authors. See for example, Aubin-Clarke [2 ] , Clarke [8 ] , Frankowska-Olech [11 ] , lone [12] , Lasry-Berliocchi [13] , Rockafellar [16] .
The question arises naturally how to formulate a maximum principle for an optimal trajectory of such a differential inclusion.
For obtaining results similar to (0.2), (0.3) in the set-valued case we need a notion generalizing the derivative and its transpose to a set-valued map F :
Ei, where E, Ei are Banach spaces.
For that purpose we shall adopt the geometric point of view. When F is a smooth function, the graph of its derivative is the tangent space to the graph of the function. In The objective of this paper is twofold. The first one is to derive inclusions (0.2)' and (0.3)' using a suitable concept of tangent cone such that the associated notions of co-derivative and generalized gradient are reasonably small. The second one is related to « calmness assumption » introduced by Clarke (see [6] , [7] , [8 ] [10 ] [19 ] Consider a function f : E -~ R u { + oo ~ and let epi (f) denote the epigraph off As an important example we shall study the set f(x)).
We recall first :
(see Rockafellar [17] We obtain from ( 1. 8), ( 1.11 )
The following proposition is similar to one from [18] (2) There is q ~ E*0 such:.that :
Proof. -Assume (1) holds. We claim that there is q E E* satisfying Indeed, assume that it does not hold. By reflexivity of W and the separation theorem there is we W such that for all a E n, (r, -q) E ~ -, a' E 'P where p 0 is fixed. Hence for all a E n, a' E BII, (r, -q) E ~ -. Since ~ -is a cone it implies (w, Lw) E rc or Lw E G(w). By (1) x(w) + ~(yw) > 0. On the other hand setting r = 0, q = 0 in (3.6) we get:
The obtained contradiction proves (3 . 5). Let q E E*, a E II, a' E ~P, r e G*(q) be such that
Thus for all we Wo we have ( a, w ) + ~ r, w ~ -~ q, Low ~ -0. It implies (2) . To prove the converse assume (2) holds. Then there is a E n, a' E w, (r, -q) E ~-such that q E Eg and Loq 
INFINITE HORIZON PROBLEM
Let U be a compact subset in (~m, A be a n x n matrix, B be a n x m matrix, [2 ] . So the proof is complete.
